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Sorry for the poor quality of the photos, they are that way to make printing easier. If you want to see better ones, check them out at the website: http://www.theonlinepaperairplanemuseum.com/klinefogleman/KlineFogleman1

Print off a copy of the paper. Get a pair of scissors, clear tape, and a paper clip.

A – Fold back along line “A”.

B – Flip it over, and then fold in half along line “B”.

C – Cut out section “C”, and recycle the scrap of paper.

D – Cut out section “D”, and recycle both scraps of paper.

E – Open it up and lay it down as shown, then fold down on both sides along line “E”.

F – Fold in half again, rotate it to the left 90 degrees, then fold down on along line “F”.

Flip it over and do the same on the other side along line “F”.
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G – Fold up along line “G”, then flip it over and fold up again along line “G”.

H - Fold up the tail.

I – Place a standard sized paper clip on the nose.

J – Tape the paper clip in place.

K – Adjust airfoil size to desired dimension, and Fly!